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Admit Mobile Application Evaluation System
Manage the Entire Review Process Online

The Admit system is the software-as-a-service (SaaS) tool that manages admission application evaluation – from a
student’s initial inquiry and submission through decision and beyond. More than a simple electronic viewing system,
Admit is a secure web-based service that enables all authorized personnel to evaluate applications and record their
comments and scores from any location with internet access.
Mobile Compatibility

Admit lets you view and evaluate application forms on your tablet or smart phone, anywhere, anytime. Thanks
to our Admit Reader responsive design technology, evaluation on a mobile device is even easier than on a
computer—and more convenient.
Full Integration with Other Admissions Systems

Admit integrates fully with CollegeNET’s Prospect CRM, Application Processing and Applicant Portals, as well
as non-CollegeNET applications. All transmission of data between Admit and your SIS is automatic.
With Admit You Can:

• Eliminate filing, copying and hand circulating – your school saves time, paper and energy
• Organize all related application materials – Admit automatically attaches each application to the applicant’s
letters of recommendation, transcripts, portfolio, etc. – no more misplaced or overlooked documents
• Centralize the application viewing and evaluation process – the system ensures that all authorized viewers see
and comment on a single set of application materials for each applicant
• Encourage collaboration – all reviewers’ comments and applicant scores are visible to authorized viewers
• Improve convenience and efficiency – authorized viewers can access the system from home, office or out of
town; they can view side-by-side comparisons of applications and have multiple rounds of reviews
• Provide individual department control – each department may configure their own rounds of review for their
applicant pool and access evaluations and comments at each stage
• Automatically sort applications and create application pools – Admit automatically routes each application to
the appropriate department or group on your campus
• Configure features to meet your needs – reviewers can easily locate individual applications using filtered search
and other functions, according to your specifications
• Create and export valuable reports – Admit provides robust reporting tools, including geographical mapping,
which make it easy to identify, track and follow up with applicants
• Import data such as test scores from your SIS via XML to update applications in the ADMIT system
• Connect with Shibboleth for single sign-on access
For More Information:

Please contact your CollegeNET Account Manager, or Sales at 503.973.5200 or sales@collegenet.com.
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